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                     Upcoming Events 
 

 
Drawing of Rainbows

 
Ebru is an Art of Human and is an art of harmony. It is not

only an Art but also a teacher to all of us, to show us how we
should live with each other, it shows us how our heart should
be as wide as the ocean, how we can welcome all and hug

them whole heartily.
 

 

 
 

 Vision & Mission 

 
    Anatolia Cultural and
Dialogue Centre (ACDC) is
a non-profit organization
dedicated to promote
harmony in diverse cultural
setting in of Hong Kong.
    Its aim is to build a
strong and lasting
friendship by promoting a
better understanding,
which is based on mutual
respect, and
understanding between
the individuals of Hong
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Kermis for the Syrian Refugees

 
With the words: "It doesn't suit you when you are full and

your neighbor is hungry", ACDC & KYM are calling for
your support in the Syrian Refugees Campaign to help people
who have been forced to flee their homeland either visiting the
booth at the kermis or making some donations through the
methods described in the website (Please click read more);

 

 
* You can find more detailed information of KYM (A
charity organizaton in Turkey) in the links below;

(Turkish) http://kimseyokmu.org.tr
(Video) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGO03ghKaBI

(English) http://global.kimseyokmu.org.tr/?lang=en
(Video) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PSNtGf9YaM4

 
 

 
"Hagia Sophia"

 
The Hagia Sophia, one of the historical architectural wonders
that still remains standing today, has an important place in
the art & religious world with its architecture, grandness,

size, functionality and history
 

It is;
 

A SYMBOL OF TOLERANCE
 

the individuals of Hong
Kong and those who have
Turkish background and
origin.
    It strives to introducing,
promoting and informing
people in Hong Kong
about Turkish history and
culture by bringing people
together in an open
dialogue. 

  Recent Events 

  Turkish Calligraphy
Writing at ACDC

"Turkish Calligraphy is a
spiritual geometry

produced with material
tools" say the masters of

the Calligraphy. ACDC
has witnessed this saying

in reality on 12th of
February 2014. 

 
Anatolia Cultural &

Dialogue Centre invited
Mr. Aydın Çayır, who has

marks in the art of
Calligraphy, to its centre
to demonstrate and write
the names in calligraphic

art of all those who
attended the event and

were mesmerized by the
Calligraphic skills of Mr.

Aydin.
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It is;

 
PRICELESS TREASURE

 

 

 

 
Book Discussion Series -3 "Snow"

 
Snow (Turkish: Kar) is a novel by Turkish writer Orhan

Pamuk. Published in Turkish in 2002, it was translated into
English by Maureen Freely and published in 2004. The story
encapsulates many of the political and cultural tensions of
modern Turkey and successfully combines humor, social
commentary, mysticism, and a deep sympathy with its

characters.
 

You can read the book link below;
http://allturkey.am/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/Snow-Orhan-

Pamuk.pdf
 

 

 
 

 

 

  "Selam" Film has
been Screened at

ACDC
The story delivers a really
important message and

asks us “Have we ever
been sleepless while

thinking of others
welfare? Have we had
any tears in our eyes,
which dropped for the
other? Have we had

ever put ourselves into
others’ shoes?... these
questions might be so

heart aching but they are
meaningless unless we

take some actions;  They
only hold a value if we are
determined to help others
in difficult times and share
our happiness with them.

 

 

   A Secret Friendship
in Topkapı Palace

With the theme of
“Topkapı Palace where the
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Turkish Language Courses "Summer Season"

 
Why Learn Turkish? 

The idea of learning Turkish is strange for most people, but
they quickly become excited as soon as they discover the
career opportunities and adventure that exist in Turkey. Its
central position between Eastern Europe, Central Asia, the
Middle East along with its heritage of great civilizations and
cultures make Turkish one of the most useful languages in
the world.  Since pre-historic times, Turkey has been a vital

bridge between Europe and Asia. The mighty Ottoman
Empire, predecessor to the modern Turkish state,

consolidated much of Eastern Europe and the Middle East
into one great civilization until the early 20th century. The

flavor of Turkish culture is richly cosmopolitan, a
sophisticated mix of ancient traditions and a contemporary

spirit.
 

 
"Enroll Here"

 
 

treasures of Chinese
Porcelains and thousands
secret trusts are hidden!..”

friendship of China and
Turkey, which goes

hundred years back, has
shown up again...

 

  Talk on Ottoman Tiles
Ottoman Tiles has its fame

from their unique and dream-
like appearance. Because of

this beautifulness it became a
symbol of Ottoman Emperor

and Turkey for centuries.
 Therefore the stories of Tiles
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Have a photograph of Turkey at its best?

 
Join our Turkey Photography contest and win a free Airlines

ticket to Istanbul. If you think your own photographs from
Turkey in one of these categories: Landscape, Architecture,

City Life & Portrait deserves a look, send it us.
 

The Turkey Photo Contest is open to ALL photographers at
least 18 years of age, except members and staff of Anatolia
Cultural & Dialogue Centre and their immediate families. The

contest is open to all Hong Kong residents regardless of
citizenship, so long as the laws of their jurisdiction allow

participation.
 

 
Hurry Up! Last A few weeks!

 
Send Your Photos to Us!

 
 

 Therefore the stories of Tiles
transferred ear-to-ear for

centuries and through this
plenty of people kept this

uniqueness alive.
 

 

 ACDC was in Poly U for
Diversity of Cultures

Supporting for the diversity is
one of the ideals of the Hong

Kong society and the
institutions in it. Therefore,

Anatolia Cultural & Dialogue
Centre has been supporting all
great efforts of these ideals in

different platforms of Hong
Kong. 

On 26-27-28th February 2014,
ACDC was in Poly U to

promote Annual Cultural Fiesta.
Through this ACDC supported
the fiesta with colorful events.

 

 

 
 Ebru Marbling Art

"Reflection of the Spring"
 

Anatolia Cultural & Dialogue
Centre has organized Ebru
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Volunteering at ACDC
 

One of the most critical assets of ACDC are the volunteers
who put in countless hours of assistance in making our

events and organizations a success. Their devotion and hard
work are a key component of our success and we depend on

their continued support.
 

Centre has organized Ebru
Workshop again. Numbers of

people attended and fall in love
with the dance of colors at the

night.
 

 
 

To find more recent events
please click here

 

Follow us!  Like us!
 

 Send us message!  Watch us!

Anatolia Cultural & Dialogue Centre
909 CCWu Building, 302-308 Hennessy Road, Wan Chai, Hong Kong

Web: w w w .acdc.org.hk
Tel: +852 2591 9125
Fax: +852 2591 9126

E-mail: info@acdc.org.hk
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